
I Felt Something Explode Inside of Me is a multi-media installation 
exploring personal biology and biophillic tendencies. I am 
fascinated by biological processes, in particular the cycle of death, 
decay, renewal and transformation. Observing these cycles has 
often been a catalyst for deep self -reflection, particularly 
regarding interpersonal relationships. Exploring the concept of 
biophilia (defined by Erich Fromm as an attraction to or love of 
living systems), this installation both exposes and protects internal 
psychological experiences by providing them with literal 
exoskeletons, left empty by their original animal inhabitants.  

Using the skeletal remains of animals to encase phrases and images 
that typify intense emotional experiences, I Felt Something 
Explode Inside of Me acts as a psychological peep show. 
Sculptural pieces including the modified bodies of animals and 
anthropods are fitted with peepholes and open ended text that 
documents several failed love affairs. These pieces explore the 
tension that arises when we simultaneously try to protect and 
exhibit our inner lives. They provide myopic, surreal glimpses into 
normally guarded mental realms. Domestication and decoration are 
reoccurring themes throughout the installation, expressed by the 
use of doilies, dishes, hankies and decorative furniture. These 
objects illustrate the cultural theories of Edward O. Wilson, who in 
his 1984 book Biophilia hypothesizes that modern humans seek to 
reconnect with nature by placing natural talismans in our personal 
spaces. 

At the centre of the installation are three heavily ornamented deer 
skulls, The Most Amazing Heads 1, 2 and 3. These skulls use 
elaborate decoration to mask uncomfortable biological experiences 
that expose us to our animality. Borrowing from Baroque, Rococo 
and Kitsch traditions the skulls are laden with barnacles, lichen, 
moss, fur, decals and gold leaf, provoking both fascination and 
disgust. By playing on colonial perceptions of nature as a 
collection of decorative objects these sculptures simultaneously 



mock and indulge human compulsions to gild and gloss over 
powerful experiences in nature. 

With art I encourage people to relate to the world on a visceral 
level. My practice uses natural curiosities to re-enchant people 
with forgotten elements of nature and themselves. I Felt Something 
Explode Inside of Me encourages audiences to reflect on the role 
and representation of nature in their inner life. 

	  


